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Introduction
Given a connected graph G = ( V , E ) with n, vertices, a subgraph G' is a t-.s r (a,n approxim,atc t-spunmer) of G if, for every u, IJ the distance between U and 71 in G' is at inost t (f(t)) times longer than the distance in G, where f ( t ) is a polynomial function of t and 1 5 t 5 f ( t ) < n,. The value of t and f ( t ) are called the factors of G. There are t,wo criteria to measure the sparseness of a spanner, that is, the size, defined as the number of edges in the spanner, and the weight, defined as the sum of the edge weights in thc spanner. The minimum spanning t,ree (MST) of G is obviously the sparse panner in terms of both size ancl weight, but its factor can be as bad as n -1 [l] . For convenience, we denote by, U J~( M S T ) , the sum of the edge weight of the MST. Usually the sparseness of a spanner is judged by comparing it to the size and the weight of the MST.
Much effort has been macle in recent several papers [1, 6, 9, 12] regarding spanners on some special graphs such as Euclidean graphs, geometry graphs and chordal graphs. The spanner concept has a number of applications. For example, the sparse spanner of iinweighted graphs is used in distributed coinpiiting and communication network design 
&ir, = T 7 h { ? l l t ( e ) I C E E } ,
and t: is a sinal1 constant.
Despite the existence of several efficient sequential ancl distributed algorithms for finding a sparse t-spanner of graphs, we have not seen any determinist,ic parallel algorithm for this problem. In this paper, we first relax the restriction of the problem by introducing an upprozimate t-spannm concept, and then present simple parallel algorithms for finding approximate t-spanners on both unweighted graphs and weighted graphs in terms of both size and weight. The algorithms exhibit a trade-off between the running time and the factor of the spanner. Finally we present, an NC algorithm for finding a 2t-spanner on a weighted graph G.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. In Sect,ion 2 we introduce the tree clecomposition concept. The algorithms for fincling an approximate tspanner for both iinweighted graphs and weighted graphs wit,h factors O ( t k f i ) ancl O(Dtk+') respectively are presented in Section 3, where D =
{ w t ( e ) I c E M S T } .
If G is iinweighted! the algorithm requires O($logn) time and M(n.) processors, where M(n,) is the number of processors needed to find a Breadth-First Search tree in a graph with n vertices in time O(1ogn). The approximate t-spanner delivered has size of O(($)i+i/t + n). Otherwise, the algorithm requires 0(( $)' + ($)i+2/(i-1) logn,) time ancl 0 (n.") processors. The approximate t-spanner cleliv-
l ) w t ( M S T ) .
In Section 4, we suggest an NC algorithm for constmicting a 2t-spanner on a weighted graph which requires O(log3 n l o g , + , ( k ) ) time ancl O ( n 3 ) processors, where E is a constant and 0 < E < 1/2. All proposed parallel algorithms run on a CRCW PRAM in which simultaneous access hy more than one processor to the same memory location for both read and write is allowed. In case several processors attempt to write in the same memory location simultaneously, an arbitrary one siicceeds in cloing the write. for an exact, vertex cover X, every vertex II, f V has only one home cover. An inverted tree is a directed tree with the edges directed towards the root, and the root has a directed Let T(V, E T ) be an inverted tree with n, vertices, we define the following restxicterl decomposition as thx tree decom,posl:tion, in which T is divided into a forest of n ! inverted subtrees, ancl every inverted siibtree h a no more than two levels (the root of a tree is defined as the first level) where
The tree decomposition can be easily implemented in parallel. We calciilate the level number for every vertex in T. As 
Unweighted Graphs

Finding a 2t-spanner
Awerbuch presented a distributed algorithm for const,ructing an optimal -y synchronizer in [2] . In the following we show that a 2t-spanner with size O(ni+l/*) can be achieved by the algorithm of Awerbuch. The basic idea of his algorithm is described as follows. The vertex set V is partitioned into maxinnim subsets of vertices called clusters such that every cliister is connected, ancl the diameter of every cluster does not exceed the lo.qnrathm, of its cardinality. This guarantees that the total mimber of the neighboring cluster pairs is linear. and the maximum cliister diameter is logarithmic in the number of the vertices of the graph. The following is a parallel version of his algorithm. The ffactor (of this spanner G' is considered as follows. For an edge ( u , v ) E E is not in G', if 11. and 1) are in thc some cluster centered at, III, C, , , , then the distance between TI. and v in G' is at .most the distance between TL and w pliis the distance betwleen V) and 10. So, the rlistance between 71. ancl 11 in G' is no more than 2 log,, n, = 2t. Otherwise VI, E C,, and 71 E C, , , then the clistance between 71. and 71 is one, and ( I L , V J ) f G' by the algorithm. 0 { B ( j ) : j = I,...,n,}; 3.1.2 Finding a n approximate t-spanner Oiir algorithm. consists of several phases. The basic idea behind our algorithm is that, in each phase, we compress those vert<icm whose distances are not, far away from each other into a supenmtez ( also called a cluster), form a supe~qro,ph, g(V,E) where Y consists of a11 siipervertices, and there is an edge in E i.8 there is at least one edge in G hetween two siipervertices. So, the approximate spanner, denote by SP( G) , ,and IE1,l I 5 n,-1 because each Ei,j is the edge set of a forest of invert,ed trees. So C)t!:3 " IEi,jI 5 O ( $ ) . Therefore the size of the resulting approximate spanner is 0 (( s) '+lit +n.). Now we calculate the factor. Let dl be the maximum diameter of a cluster in t,he lth iteration of variable j for fixed 1: in the algorithm above. Initially every vertex in G is a supervertex and t,he diameter of every supervertex is da (= 0) when i = 0. The equation is described as follows.
Then d~l~~~~~ = t -1 by the equation above. Therefore the maximum distance between two adjacent vertices in G belonging to the same siipervertex is at most O ( t k ) , and the factor of the resulting spanner is O(2t(c'tk + 1)) = O ( t k + ' ) , where c' is a constant. 0
Weighted Graphs
Finding a t-spanner
Assume that d~ ( z , y ) is the weight of the shortest path between vertices x and y in graph G. Alth6fer et al. [l] first considered the problem of finding a sparse t-spanner G'(V,E') in an non-negative weighted graph G(V,E), and presented a simple greedy algorithm for this problem described as follows. 
If we use the fastest, algorithm for finding the shortest path bet,ween two vertices [12] : Algorithm 3 can be implemented
, and the weight is less than (&+l)wt(MST) [l] . By a considerably improved analysis of this algorithm, Chandra et al. [7] show that, the riinning time of this algorithm is O(n.3f4/('-')), and t,he weight, of G' is no more than
O ( n s w t ( M S T ) ) ,
where E > 0 is an any arbitrarily small constant. [l] . While deciding whether an edge of G belongs to G' can be done in O(1) time by checking the corresponding entries in the distance matrices of both G and G'. 
The naive parallel version of Algorithm 3 reqiiires O(m,+
R = O(n,'+2/(f-i))
Finding an approximate t-spanner
The idea for finding an approximate t-spanner on weighted graphs is similar to that for unweighted graphs. The algorithm is same as the Algorithm 2 except the following steps. 
Construct a weighted supergraph G(U, E )
siich that each tree is a siipervertex and ( U , v) E E is selected as an edge of E if (i) 11. E C,, and II E C, , ;
(ii) the weight of the edge (?/,.?I) is minimum among all siicli edges hetween C,, and er,;
5. Find a t-spanner 9' on the resulting supergraph 
l ) w t ( M S T ) ) ,
where E > 0 is an any arbitrarily small con-
stant.
Proof. Similar to Theorem 3.l, omitted. 0
N C Algorithms for 2t-spanners
Unweighted graphs
In the following we present an NC algorithm for finding a 2t-spanner of iinwcighted graphs G with size O(max{m., n,'/t}). The motivation that we develop this algorithm is to iise it as a siibroiitine to devise an NC algorithm for finding a 2t-spanner on weighted graphs. Let G(V?E) he an unweighted graph and d(u.,v) the distance between vertices II. and II in G. Assuming that G does not contain degree-one vertices. Otherwise we can delete these vertices first. We then piit them hack to the rcsiilting t-spanner of the graph formed by the remaining vertices. We construct a new graph G;(V>E;) from the graph G(V,E) The 2t-spa:nner of G is Ua~~~,,,,',-,T(?i,, [logtJ) .
4.
Let, Covcr(u7 Llogt]) be a set consisting of a11 vertices in T ( u , [ n.
4.2
Weig:hted graphs Cohen [7] introduced the pairwise cover concept, and presented an efficient sequential algorithm and a randomized parallel algorithm for finding a sparse t-spanner in weighted graphs. The basic idea of Cohen's algorithm is to employ a logarithmic nii.mber of pairwise covers for different, valiles of W to constriict spanners. Define the radii of a partial cover X by the distance from t,he center of X to the farthest vertex in it. Let E' he any constant bounded by 0 < E' < 1/2.
Cohen's algorithm is described as follows. The key part of this algorithm is how to efficiently construct a coarse vertex cover on V (called pairwise cover in Cohen's algorithm) in parallel. As for this, Cohen [8] introduces randomness to chose the centers of covers. However, it seems not, easy to transform this randomized parallel algorithm into a deterininistic version. Here we present an efficient, deterministic parallel algorithm for constriicting siich a coarse vertex cover by extending our technique for unweight,ed 
Algorithm
